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here’s a big cove filled with fish on the Kentucky
side of your dreams. You know the place: the
frogs always sing, the bugs always hatch and the
fish always bite. This is a story about how I found
that cove in mid-March of 2016 during the KBF Open,
KBF HOW and KBF National Championship on
Kentucky Lake. It’s also a story about my dog Zeus Lee,
the laziest creature to ever grow a hair or chew a bone. It’s
a story of rising panic and recovered focus, failed strategy
and successful tactic, of risk, redemption and reward.

I arrived in at Paris Landing State Park with
two days to practice and four days to compete.
The truth is I didn’t know Paris, Tennessee
from Paris, France. In fact, the closest I had
ever gotten to the lake was when I picked up
Zeus from a breeder in Clarksville in 2002. I
nonetheless brought Zeus with me for good
luck and to see his native Tennessee – probably
for the last time. He’s fourteen years old, and I
knew I’d have to leave the water early every day
to take care of him. This meant I had to stay
close to Paris.
I spent two cold, windy days pre-fishing Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley, executing the
most worthless plan an angler ever concocted.
I’d spent all winter marking maps, reading electro-shock survey reports and studying forage
bases. I’d read every book that ever mentioned
fishing in Kentucky Lake and I had even listened to the “Kentucky Afield” weekly fishing
reports that are dutifully called in by the regional wardens ( I still do - it became a habit).
As the hours passed, I began to panic – bites
were scarce, and the only fish I landed was a
Smallmouth fingerling that got in the way of a
retrieved lure. At first sight, I thought a willow
leaf was on my hook. I checked the map, and
sure enough, I had travelled 600 miles to Kentucky Lake, but I ended up in Skunkville.
There are routine strategies an early spring,
pre-spawn angler should know. Rig small jigs
to slow fish deeper water and had tied on jerk
baits to fish wave-slapped vertical structure. A
warm, dark-bottomed flat brings out a spinner
bait, and throw shaky heads in clearer water.
Fished slowly, and fish hard. I did all this, but
my plan’s failure was as cold as the water. By
evening of the second day, I was beginning to
panic.

my attention out near the Route 79 bridge. In
my mind, it was a pack of Striped Bass crashing a school of shad; it turned out to be waves
on a sandbar. I looked over at Zeus. Asleep, as
usual. But he read my mind as dogs do on their
strange wavelength. And he looked up, rose
and walked over to his dish. I looked back at
the bridge. I turned again to my drooling dog.
Food, I thought. I’m not offering the fish what
they are eating now.
Everything turned in that instant. The KBF
HOW Big Bass tournament, spanning four
days, would begin the next morning. I checked
the weather and noticed the wind, which had
been out of the south and west, would drop a
bit. It would be mild with partly sunny skies;
water temperatures had been cold. Lake Barkley, for instance, was high and stained, with
water temps in the low to mid-50’s. By contrast, Kentucky Lake had low, slightly clearer
water, and a few more degrees of warmth. Not
much, but enough so that the next day’s weather might warm things enough to make a difference. It was time to take a chance.

Revelation arrived that evening. I was in my
hotel room at Paris Landing State Park looking
at the lake from the window. A friend was shar- If you don’t take chances when you go fishing,
ing some very earnest and worthless fishing ad- you really aren’t fishing – you’re following a
vice over the phone. But a commotion caught plan. And as every experienced angler knows,
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the road to Skunkville is paved with great
plans.
You know the tournament night drill:you’re
tired, anxious and you have rods to rig. There
is so much gear in the hotel room that if
there was a Fraser Fir on the bed, you’d think
it was Christmas. I set about to changing
lines and tackle and looked at the one and
only unopened box. It was marked “Topwater.” It was part of a crazy back-up plan
that I had discovered where all such plans are
born: the Internet. What could possibly go
wrong?
Now, why would anyone haul a box of topwater lures 600 miles to fish a cold lake in
mid-March? I don’t know why anyone would,
but I know why I did. In the course of my
research, I’d spoken with an angler who swore
by topwater lures for pre-spawn Largemouth
Bass - in water temperatures between 52 -55
degrees. And he lived in Tennessee.
It initially seemed a “let’s fool the Yankee”
sort of joke. But as I checked his social media
posts, I realized he wasn’t kidding. Every year,
beginning in mid-March, he had posted quality fish with various topwater lures hanging
from their lips. When I noticed my topwater
gear stacked near my other summer tackle
while packing gear for the trip, I thought why
not?

hotel that night and said “I hope you’re right,
old man.” He licked his chops, finished his dinner and went back to his bed.
I checked the weather one last time and pinned
the new cove on my map. It was far, but I
would give it a try. Regret set in before the coffee had gone cold: don’t second guess yourself,
Hank. Don’t listen to your dog, a sandbar and a
stranger on the Internet. Besides, there were ten
or twelve other anglers at the launch and they
had all paddled off fish the main bay’s bluffs and
ledges. We can’t all be wrong. As I paddled out
to the lake, I was committed to the old plan:
fish the vertical structure, work the drop offs
and deep water, etc. But a nearby cove caught
my eye.
I recognized the cove from my dreams. Night
fog burned off the lake. A light breeze pushed
it back into the woods. The water’s surface was
clear and rising Crappie dimpled a creek channel. The sun had just come up, and it back-lit
the tree line like a Hollywood set. I stopped to
take it in with my eyes and lungs. And then I

And so on the night before official competition on Kentucky Lake I rigged a 7 foot spinning rod with a frog colored Rebel Popper.
For some reason, the previous summer I had
switched out the back treble hook for one
that was dressed with white bucktail. Why
that lure? It was the lure that landed my best
fish at the final CKA qualifying event that
previous September on the day I qualified for
the National Championship. It was a completely irrational decision based on superstition to use a summer lure for cold water
Largemouth Bass. But I looked at Zeus in the
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the water was warming. What did not make
sense, for mid-March and water temperatures
I looked to the sound and saw it rippling from in the mid-50’s, was that the fish were aggressively chasing and striking a top water lure,
the bank. I reached back for the rod with the
topwater lure on it and dropped the lure slight- in relatively cold water, as the wind picked up
ly to the left of the spot. The Largemouth that speed. Within one hour, I had landed over one
grabbed it did not hesitate - I had my first fish. dozen Largemouth Bass. At one point I had
Not good enough to post for HOW Big Bass, a very hard strike. I thought – “Here’s the big
but it was a well-fed 14” fish. The toll road to one,” but I soon noticed that the line was darting one way, then another, then going still. I
Skunkville was closed.
brought it in: two identical 15” Largemouth
Suddenly, the entire cove woke up - or I did. I Basss had punched the lure at the same instant.
looked at the other dimples and noticed some They swam in opposite directions, into each
were larger and louder than others. Suddenother and into my net. But let the historical rely everything made sense: the wind had been
cord show I landed two Largemouth Bass on a
pushing shad into the shallow end of the cove. single cast - one on the back treble and one on
I made my approach. Fishing in a half circle,
the front - on a windy day in mid-March, on a
keeping away from the rising fish, I let the
top-water lure.
breeze drift me by the edges of the strike zone.
Here is how I fished that popper. First, I
Within minutes, I had bagged three or four
good fish including one that stayed in the top watched for surface activity. Then I would cast
beyond the active fish, but only barely. This
20 for the entire day.
is because I didn’t want to spook other nearTwo things to note: as the day went on, the fish by fish with a splash. To achieve this, I lightly
became more active. This makes sense, because pulled back on my cast just as the lure descendheard a sound near the bank. My first thought
was “That’s no Crappie.”
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ed in flight over the target area. I did this to
pump the brakes and avoid placing the lure on
top of other rising fish nearby. Then I would
let the lure sit a moment, popping it once or
twice over to the target. It generally vanished
an instant later. If it did not, I would twitchtwitch-pause it - and not gently, either - and
that would do the trick. If no fish rose, I would
slowly retrieve, and stop. I had about a half
dozen fish follow the lure all the way to my
kayak, and half of them committed near the
end of the retrieve. I noticed certain fish would
only strike the lure when it was just below the
surface.

three were caught on vertical structure near
those creek channels. The fish had moved to
nearby structure - but not far.

I left that spot after about two hours and about
25 fish (I stopped counting at 25). I wanted to
explore the rest of the area and save that spot.
The next day, I returned to fish the same water for the KBF Open. I landed my best fish
there, a 21.75” Largemouth Bass that snapped
at a Sasquatch Lures Vibe Jig that I fished just
below the surface. That big bass placed 13th
overall in the HOW event; it was the difference between placing in the money and going
home empty handed from the KBF Open. In
all, I landed roughly 45 Largemouth Bass from
during those two days, and I landed more than
30 of them on that one topwater lure, the rest
by slowly retrieved the Vibe Jig about one inch
below the surface. The technique was good
enough for 13th place at the KBF Open.

This happened because I paid attention to what
was happening round me rather than maintaining pursuit of a failing strategy. I paid attention
to the wind, found where the shad had been
pushed, and presented exactly the lure the fish
wanted – a lure that imitated a wounded fish at
the surface of the lake. 2

Anglers who fished the 2016 National Championship will remember that a cold front
rushed in on the eve of the event. The fish
slowed and moved to deeper water - but not all
of them. I landed my best two fish on topwater
on the first day of competition. Granted, they
were mediocre fish, but they were biting in the
same pattern despite that it was so cold I could
not feel my fingertips or toes. On the second
day, the topwater bite had totally died. Where
did I catch my fish? Off ledges with a jerk bait,
precisely as called for by the original plan. Of
the five fish I checked in for my 75” limit, two
had come on topwater, and two of the other

When it was all over, I had landed respectable
limits in every area of competition. My primary technique was not the result of desperation,
but contingency - I had a crazy plan for when
all else fails. Granted, while I caught a large
quantity of fish, I did not always land quality
fish. Considering that some anglers struggled
to land limits, and even more struggled to land
good limits, I had no choice but to ride that
wagon until the wheels came off.

There’s a big cove
filled with fish on the
Kentucky side of your
dreams. If you take a
chance and listen to
your gut – or your
dog – you might
just find it.
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